Future Thinking Forum 2018 – Event Report

The Inaugural Future Thinking Forum:
A report to RSV, DELWP,
Bureau of Meteorology and EMV
on the process, the event and an
evaluation against the measures
of success.
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What happened at the event?
On September 14th 2018, more than 75 participants attended the Inaugural Future Thinking
Forum run by the Royal Society of Victoria.
The agenda (to the left) started with a welcome session including a heart-felt welcome to Country
by Wurundjeri Elder Ron Jones and two clear calls to action by Andrew Crisp (Emergency
Management Commissioner) and Kylie White (Dep Sec, Energy, Environment and Climate Change).
The first presentation session had two excellent presentations by thought Leaders from the
Bureau of Meteorology regarding future weather and climate scenarios, as well as two brilliant
presentations highlighting the challenges & opportunities for the public sector in preparing to
maintain a liveable Victoria.
The second presentation session contained eight thoughtful, diverse and engaging presentations
by senior public sector leaders paired with leading thinkers about the state of knowledge and
innovation in the four (4) sectors chosen as a focus for the event: Energy, Transport, Human
Health and Urban Planning for Liveability.

The third session was a facilitated deep dive into each of the four sectors to build understanding
of the policy challenges, community expectations, knowledge gaps and opportunities presented in
each sector under the future scenarios.
The day finished with a final interactive plenary session with the remaining >50 Participants
reviewing each sector and drawing together overarching themes, collaboration and pathways to
action. Following the final session, participants debriefed and networked over drinks and nibbles.
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Who Participated?

More than 75 Participants
from 37 Organisations

DELWP
VMIA
Emergency Management Victoria
Hobsons Bay Council
Bureau of Meteorology
The University of Melbourne
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S&C Electric Company
EPA Victoria
The Royal Society of Victoria
Commissioner for Environmental
Sustainability
Resilient Melbourne
DELWP - Energy
DEDJTR - Transport
DEDJTR - other
Infrastructure Victoria
DHHS
Monash University
Emergency Management, DEDJTR
Science
into Action
Emergency
Management Australia

DELWP - Planning
RMIT University
CSIRO
Parks Victoria
Victoria State Emergency Service
Maribyrnong Council
Emergency Services
Telecommunications Authority
DELWP - Environment
MFB
Knox City Council
City of Melbourne
CFA
DELWP - Climate Change
Association of Bayside Municipalities
Yarra Council
Darebin Council
DELWP - Forests, Fire & Regions
Cardinia Council
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Did we achieve the Aims?
AIM: Foster Collaboration – the call to action is clear from participants ✓

AIM: Share Latest Information✓

AIM: Connect
Sep-18 Across Sectors ✓…

More than 75 Participants
from 37 Organisations

AIM: Plan next steps – there were 68 different suggested pathways
4
to action. Above are 9 examples. ✓

What did we learn about this type of event?
1. There is a need for a Chatham House
conversation for this audience to enable a free
exchange of evidenced-based ideas and some
strategic planning.
2. Most strongly agree or agree that it is a good use
of their time, they learnt from the day and the
format worked.
In the context of continual improvement, there
were a number of excellent suggestions for the
future...
Fewer
presentations
with a bit
more time for
breakout
groups
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More
time for
discussion

Pre-workshop
reading/discus
sion starter

The afternoon scenario
discussion was good and
with a few tweaks will be
even better next time. Loved
the talks - sharp, short and
on point. Thanks!

continue to use
mentmeter... this
is cool
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Next Steps…

1.

Foundation Partners will receive a policyready document summarising the science
and outputs from the day in October
2018. Raw outputs will be included as an
appendix.

2.

Presenters (and some participants) will
contribute scientific papers to a special
edition of the Proceedings of the Royal
Society of Victoria (a peer-reviewed
scientific journal) to be published in 2019.

3.

Planning will start for the next Annual
Future Thinking Forum… with participants
from the 2018 giving some clear direction
on the sectors to be covered…
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